Pitch Report
 Ford India Opens Training

Facility at Manesar
NEW DELHI Auto maker Ford India on Tuesday

opened a technical training facility in the
northern region at Manesar to create a pool of
trained and talented technicians. Established in
partnership with Technical Training, the facility is spread over 18,000 sqft, Ford India said in
a statement. “This new facility is a testimony to
our commitment towards ensuring a skilled
work force, qualified with the right certifications to deal with Ford products and more,”
Ford India executive director, marketing, sales
and service, Anurag Mehrotra, said. The company’s vision is to establish independent
technical centres with ultra-modern facilities,
including body shop training in all four regions,
and this centre is the first step towards it, he
added.

 TTK Prestige Buys UK’s
Horwood Homewares
NEW DELHI TTK Prestige has acquired UK-

based Silampos for an undisclosed sum, through which it has gained full control of table and
cookware supplier Horwood Homewares. The
acquisition has been carried out by TTK British
Holdings, the wholly-owned subsidiary of TTK
Prestige. This transaction is a step forward in
strengthening the globalisation strategy of
TTK Group by introducing and expanding
globally renowned brands in the home appliances segment, the company said on Tuesday.
TTK Prestige executive chairman TT Jagannathan said: “Horwood brands will provide a
strong footing for the rapid expansion of TTK’s
business in the European markets.” The company will combine the design, manufacturing
and marketing capabilities of TTK prestige to
expand and grow the Horwood business in the
European markets, he added.

 India’s Maharajas’

Express Among Global Best
NEW DELHI India’s Maharajas’ Express has

been ranked among the top-rated trains in the
world, while The Plaza New York was rated
among the best hotels for the super-rich, says a
survey. According to a New World Wealth
survey, Maharajas’ Express has been ranked
fourth on the list as per preferences of the
super rich, while Eastern & Oriental Express
(Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand) was rated
the best globally. According to The Maharajas’
Express’ website, the train has “redefined the
luxury travel experience by offering guests the
opportunity to explore fabled destinations
providing a glimpse of rich cultural heritage of
Incredible India...” It offers various travel
packages with train fares ranging from around
$3,000, and going up to nearly $24,000 (.`16
lakhs). Other top-rated trains globally include
Blue Train (South Africa), Pride of Africa (Rovos
Rail), The Orient Express (Europe and Turkey).

 Venture Catalysts In

Fintech Startup LenDenClub
MUMBAI Seed investment and innovation

platform Venture Catalysts has seed funded a
peer-to-peer platform LenDenClub for an
undisclosed amount. A clutch of angel investors from Venture Catalyst participated in
the funding. The portal claims to have arranged
over 150 loans till date and the founders plan
to utilise the seed funding to further enhance
the platform and ultimately create an end-toend online lending process. Founded in 2014,
LenDenClub is a fintech startup connecting
salaried borrowers to individual lenders.
Operating as a web-based platform, LenDenClub considers a combination of traditional
and non-traditional data points to validate the
credit-worthiness of the lender.

 Mobile E-KYC Norms to Be

in Place Within a Month: DoT
NEW DELHI The Department of Telecom may

issue e-KYC norms within a month, which
would help in activating mobile phone connections in a few minutes. “The DoT will come up
with one reform-oriented measure every
month. We expect to put in place e-KYC guidelines in weeks rather than months,” Telecom
Secretary JS Deepak said on sidelines of
Qualcomm event. The government has been
working on Aadhaar-linked verification of
subscribers. As per the proposal, customer
having Aadhaar number biometrics like fingerprint or eyes will be scanned for verification
and SIM card will be activated immediately
after authentication.

Retail Realty Sector may Smile Again in 2016
Private equity investment in the retail real estate sector is expected to double this year to nearly $80 million, finds a JLL India study
Kailash Babar & Sobia Khan

Mumbai | Bengaluru: The retail sector can look forward to a more
cheerful 2016, given some of the good initiatives taken by the government. Private equity investment
in retail real estate is expected to
double this year to nearly $80 million, showed a JLL India study. In
2015, retail was one of the sectors
that opened up to 100% foreign direct investment (FDI), which is expected to improve foreign fund inflows.
Economic stability, FDI policy liberalisation, including opening up
of single-brand retail and improvement in the consumer sentiment, is
expected to help global brands witness a conducive environment for
investment into Indian retail and
retail realty sector.
“There’s a steady rise in shoppers’
desire to consume foreign brands
due to increased brand awareness,
and the scenario looks even more
inviting. As more global brands realise this, they are expected to enter

India in 2016. This will make development of world-class malls, having superlative designs and ambience, the need of the hour,” said
Anuj Puri, chairman & country head, JLL India. “As of now, the number is not big, but it is improving
dramatically, and we will see huge
inflow in the years to come.”
The Indian retail industry has benefited from liberalisation in FDI,
which has attracted global brands.
However, infrastructural development such as public transport and
roads also need to catch up to the required consumption.
“The need of the hour is to have
quality retail spaces within large
pockets of residential and commercial development. Having multiuse residential-commercial properties with retail attached will
serve the local consumption and
will allow an organic growth
across similar facilities. As a fund
house, we will focus on multi-use
properties (residential or commercial) and are open to organised retail being part of the overall development,” said Rubi Arya, executive

In 2015, retail was one of
the sectors that opened
up to 100% FDI, which is
expected to improve
foreign fund inflows

The FDI inflow in retail
trading increased to $70.75
million during the period
between October 2014
and September 2015

Select realty developers are finding it attractive to increase
their focus on retail realty segment and they are also being
supported financially by global investors
Private Equity investment has
been largely confined to a few
retail players in India
In 2015, PE investment into
retail properties alone was
$39 million, and in 2016, it is
expected to be in the range of

$75-80 million

vice-chairman, Milestone Capital
Advisors.
According to Arya, current annual yields from retail spaces are
anything between 9 and 10% which
are healthy and with the increased
demand for space from brands, yi-

In 2016, PE money
may also go into
select mall
investments,
especially in
under-represented
markets or for
buyout of mature
assets
elds can move up substantially. The
fund house, which is planning to
launch commercial mixed-use
scheme, is open to investing in mixed-use projects that could include
retail component.
Select realty developers are fin-

ding it attractive to increase their
focus on retail realty segment and
they are also being supported financially by global investors.
Bengaluru-based Nitesh Estates
has a five-year platform deal with
Goldman Sachs to invest .̀ 1,600 crore in malls with a size of 3.50 lakh sq
ft to 4.50 lakh sq ft each. Each investment will be .̀ 250 crore to .̀ 350 crore
but can go up to .̀ 500 crore depending on the opportunities. “We are
willing to invest in good locations
and distressed assets, and are evaluating two malls for acquisition in
south and north India. Around 30%
of the portfolio money will go into
buying retail assets while the rest
is for commercial assets acquisition,” said Nitesh Shetty, CMD, Nitesh Estates.
Last year, Nitesh Estates’ acquired Koregaon Park Plaza, a one
million sq ft, operational shopping
mall and future high-end office
complex development in Pune.
With deals like these, the FDI inflow in retail trading increased to
$70.75 million during the period
between October 2014 and Sep-

tember 2015. However, until now,
private equity investment has been largely confined to a few retail
players in India. In 2015, PE investment into retail properties
alone was $39 million, and in 2016,
it is expected to be in the range of
$75-80 million.
This year, private equity money
may also go into select mall investments, especially in under-represented markets or for buyout of mature assets. As quality mall space is
coming up with strong pre-commitments, indicating that retailers
would continue to remain bullish
about the long-term India consumption story. Retailers are already starting to experiment with the
formats, sizes for the same brands
— adapting to markets — as they
start moving up the value chain, said the JLL India study.
At the same time, lack of quality
retail space will continue to be an
irritant in 2016. Retailers will have to redo their real estate strategy and have a flexible approach —
customised to different micro
markets.

New Accounting
Norm may Hike Cos’ SC Seeks RBI’s Report on
Tax Outgo by 20%
Action against Bad Loans

On the Go Apex court bench says it will examine if action has been taken by the
Reserve Bank to get back the money owed and prevent bad debt from rising

Fair value accounting of financial instruments under
Ind-AS may lead to higher MAT levy from this quarter
Sachin.Dave@timesgroup.com

Mumbai: Indian companies that have moved to the new accounting standards for
the June quarter could be staring at an increased tax liability of about 20% under
minimum alternative tax or MAT.
Due to the way accounting is done under
the new standards, Ind-AS, many transactions involving foreign exchange, securities and equity apart from certain demergers could start attracting MAT, industry
trackers said.
India has changed its accounting standards from GAAP to Ind-AS, which is on a
par with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), from April 1this year.
All companies with a total net worth of
.̀ 500 crore or above are now following IndAS. So while the financials of companies
remain the same, the way they are calculated is now different, impacting the firms’
profits, goodwill, net worth, and, in some
cases, even market capitalisation.
The core of the problem is fair value accounting. Under the old accounting standards, companies would take in to account
cost price of certain assets, including foreign exchange, securities, debentures or
shares they hold. However, Ind-AS requires that the companies record the fair value or the market value of these financial
instruments. If the valuation of these instruments increases — which is expected
in most cases — this would boost up the book profit, and hence MAT could be imposed on that, say analysts.
“As the law stands today, companies that
carry assets or liabilities, such financial instruments including shares, derivatives or
other investments, could see changes in fair values of these instruments being routed through the P&L, which, in turn, may
trigger a MAT impact in the June quarter,”
said Sai Venkateshwaran, partner and head of accounting advisory services at
KPMG in India.
“For instance, sectors where companies
have large foreign currency exposure typically have contracts that need to be fair valued, and will see an impact,” Venkateshwaran said.
Sandip Khetan, partner at SR Batliboi, a
member firm of EY Global, said: “For many companies the MAT liability would increase in the current financial year due to
the fair value accounting changes mainly
around investments in equity and other
securities. Additionally, companies will be
required to record several items of notional gains which could potentially result
into increase in book profits and a resultant MAT outflow.” This would also mean
that interest free loans which one group
company offers to another could be treated

as a gain (although notional), and it could
be accounted for and come under the purview of taxation.
Industry trackers expect the Central Board
of Direct Taxes (CBDT) to clarify how the tax
department would apply MAT on these
transactions in the coming month.
Atax official in Mumbai said, “We are looking at how this (Ind-AS) could affect taxation.” The official refused
to clarify if this could impact MAT levy on the
All companies
companies in the future.
with a total
Industry trackers said
net worth of
companies in tech, manu.̀ 500 crore or
facturing, IT/ITES, pharabove are
now following maceuticals, real estate
and infrastructure could
Ind-AS
be most impacted.
Some of these companies are also putting
aside funds for taxation. While the tax demands for the year could only be made much
later, companies are preparing themselves
for a tax contingency and litigation in the
worst case scenario.
“We have already done an impact analysis of Ind-AS and MAT is one of the biggest
worries,” said CFO of a listed automobile
company. “However, there is nothing
much that we see could be done at this point in time, but we hope there is some clarification from the government around
this,” the person said.
Industry trackers said that even demergers could attract taxation under the new
accounting standards. Hence, many companies are putting their demerger plans on
hold till there is clarity about the regulations. “While demergers were considered
a tax neutral activity till now, these will be
seen as a form of distribution to shareholders and recognised at fair values under
the new accounting standards, which may
result in a gain recognition in the P&L
which triggers taxation under MAT,” said
Venkateshwaran of KPMG.

CBI may Tap 4 Countries
to Track Mallya Fund Trail
The former liquor baron
owes nearly `. ,7000 crore to a
group of 17 banks.
The Enforcement Directorate may either move a competent court in Mumbai to get a

Our Political Bureau

New Delhi: The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI)
has received information
from the Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) on Vijay Mallya’s investments abroad and
now plans to send letter rogatories (a judicial request) to four countries including France, the United States, Switzerland and the United Kingdom
to probe former Kingfisher
Airlines fund trail.
The central agency is probing allegations that Mallya
diverted funds that were taken as loans from government
banks to the now defunct
Kingfisher Airlines.
ET has first reported that
CBI will send LRs to different
countries on March 11.
The letters rogatory (LR) is
required to gather information which will be admissible
as evidence in court. Mallya
reportedly has several pro-

Cheerful Days Ahead for Retail Realty

WHY IS LR NEEDED?

The letters rogatory
is required to gather
information that will
be admissible as evidence in court
FILE PHOTO

perties in the United States,
United Kingdom, France and
Hong Kong. He is reportedly
living in London.
A non-bailable warrant
(NBW) may be issued against
Mallya as he has failed to appear before the Enforcement
Directorate in connection
with the loan default case.

NBW issued against him or
approach Ministry of External Affairs to revoke his passport.
Mallya, on March 30, had
submitted to the Supreme Court a repayment plan of `. 4,000
crore by September this year.
But the consortium led by the
State Bank of India has rejected his proposal.

Samanwaya.Rautray
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The Supreme Court expressed concern over the “substantial” bad
debt burdening the country’s banks and
asked the Reserve Bank of India what it
was doing as regulator to ensure that
dues were being recovered and not piling up. It also pushed the central bank
to reveal the total amount of such nonperforming assets but relented when its
lawyer said such information may lead
to a loss of confidence in the country’s
banks.
RBI has already given the court a report on all those who owe more than
.̀ 500 crore in a sealed cover.
The bench comprising chief justice TS
Thakur and justice R Banumathi on Tuesday said it would examine whether
action had been taken to get back money owed and prevent bad debt from rising further. “The figures show the outstandings had gone down from June
2014 to September 2014, only to rise again by December,” Thakur said. “It is a
substantial figure.” The case will next
be heard on April 25.
India’s banks have intensified efforts
overthe past few months to recover debt,
besides setting aside money against bad
loans under pressure from RBI, which
wants books cleaned up by next year.
Banks have been pursuing businessman
Vijay Mallya to get back about .̀ 9,000 crore they’re owed by Kingfisher Airlines.
RBI counsel Jaideep Gupta told the court on Tuesday that banking laws, including the RBI Act and the Credit Information Companies (Regulation) Act
of 2005, mandate secrecy with regard to
outstanding amounts. It was possible in
some instances to reveal details under
the Right to Information (RTI) Act, but
blanket disclosure was not permissible,
he said. The bad debt total runs into
lakhs of crores of rupees as per conser-

What SC Said
Wants entire bad debt
amount made public since it is
“a substantial ﬁgure”
Questions role
of RBI, which
is meant to be
a watchdog

Wants to know
if all is being
done to recover
the money

What RBI Said
Info should be kept secret as it
would destroy public conﬁdence
in banking system & impact economy
Not involved in day-to-day functioning of banks

vative estimates.
“Aggregate figure will have impact on
the economy,” Gupta said, explaining
why revealing it would be detrimental to
public confidence.
He also said the banking system had
been decentralised from time to time
and lenders were free to decide on restructuring loans, merely “reporting”
these to the central bank. “RBI does not
involve itself in day-to-day functioning
of banks,” he said, adding that the Indian Banks’ Association lobby group be
asked to speak for lenders.
Thakur asked what RBI was doing as
watchdog: “If a bank is not doing things
prudently, is recklessly extending loans
without adequate collateral and hope of
recovery, are you not supposed to keep a
vigil?” he said.
Gupta said action had been taken against erring banks whenever such
wrongdoing had come to light. Since
2005, banks are mandated under the law
to send data to credit information companies and not the RBI, which only plays
a “supervisory” role, he said.
Activist-lawyer Prashant Bhushan,
who had drawn the top court’s attention

IF A BANK IS NOT
DOING THINGS
PRUDENTLY AND
IS RECKLESSLY
EXTENDING SUCH
LOANS WITHOUT
ADEQUATE
COLLATERAL AND
HOPE OF RECOVERY,
ARE YOU NOT
SUPPOSED TO KEEP A
VIGIL ON THIS?
CHIEF JUSTICE TS THAKUR

to the bad-debt issue in a case of alleged
siphoning of money from Hudco, protested against this argument. “RBI has
to reveal such information under the
RTI,” he said. “I thought the present RBI
governor is a good man but I am surprised that this kind of affidavit has been filed by him.” The chief justice immediately interjected: “That does not make
him a bad man.”
Thakur said big borrowers were being
spared while smaller ones suffered. “People are taking crores, running businesses and declaring them sick but properties of small borrowers are attached,” he
said. “Some are even leaving (the country),” Gupta said, without elaborating.
In this context, Bhushan referred to 500
farmers whose land was sold by banks to
recover amounts as low as .̀ 20,000-.̀ 25,000
in Madhya Pradesh.
Thakur explained his decision to enlarge the scope of the court’s jurisdiction to deal with such bad loans. “You
are meant to be a watchdog. What are
you doing? The information (given to
us) involves a substantial amount. We
need to be satisfied that all that is required to be done is being done,” he said.

SC Threatens DGCA with Audit
Samanwaya.Rautray
@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The Supreme Court on Tuesday asked whether lucrative sectors
were being handed out as “largesse” to
private airlines to the detriment of state-run Air India. It has threatened an
audit of licensing policies to find out
why the national carrier was making
losses unless the government ensured
that private airlines flew on routes that

weren’t lucrative as mandated under
the rules.
The SC was hearing a petition seeking
a Delhi-Shimla flight, which the aviation ministry has been resisting on the
grounds that the airfield was small and
that Air India didn’t have planes of the
right size.
The bench comprising chief justice
TS Thakur and justice R Banumathi
has now threatened the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA) with an
audit by former comptroller and audi-

tor general Vinod Rai.
Under route dispersal guidelines, all
private airlines have to connect not-soprofitable routes too. But most leave the
task to the national carrier, causing it
huge losses, the court observed earlier.
Appearing for DGCA, additional solicitor general PS Patwalia initially sought
more time to allow the regulator to revisit route dispersal guidelines to deal
with lack of connectivity to areas like
Shimla, but later urged the court not to
direct an audit by Rai.

